
[–] subreddit message via /r/Physics [M] sent 6 hours ago

[–] to /r/Physics sent 5 hours ago

[–] from RobusEtCeleritas [M] via /r/Physics sent 4 hours ago

[–] to RobusEtCeleritas [M] via /r/Physics sent 4 hours ago

[–] from RobusEtCeleritas [M] via /r/Physics sent 4 hours ago

[–] to RobusEtCeleritas [M] via /r/Physics sent 4 hours ago

You have been permanently banned from participating in r/Physics. You can still view and subscribe to r/Physics, but
you won't be able to post or comment.

If you have a question regarding your ban, you can contact the moderator team for r/Physicsby replying to this
message.

Reminder from the Reddit staff: If you use another account to circumvent this subreddit ban, that will be
considered a violation of the Content Policy and can result in your account being suspended from the site as a whole.

Permalink Delete Report Block Subreddit Mark Unread Reply

Do explain.

We provided information about a scientific revolution with actual papers - as in the Swedish research, and a video with
40 actual papers in it and real science.

Permalink Reply

Hello,

You were banned for unscientific content.

Best.

Permalink Delete Report Block User Mark Unread Reply

Can you please point that content out - and then let me correct it.

Permalink Reply

All of your comments and posts are examples.

Permalink Delete Report Block User Mark Unread Reply

There are a hundred published papers in this space - a list is here
- http://www.brettholverstott.com/annoucements/2016/7/21/accountability
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[–] from nhsadika  via /r/Physics sent 4 hours ago

[–] from RobusEtCeleritas [M] via /r/Physics sent 4 hours ago

[–] to RobusEtCeleritas [M] via /r/Physics sent 4 hours ago

[–] from RobusEtCeleritas [M] via /r/Physics sent 3 hours ago

How steps were taken to assess "unscientific" and then censure my posts?

Permalink Reply

sorry that should say "what steps" were taken

Permalink Reply

Crackpot physics is unscientific, and not appropriate here.

Permalink Delete Report Block User Mark Unread Reply

Seems like a strong opinion given that I just sent a list of 100 published articles - and you will note I referenced the
US Department of Defense has validated this energy space https://youtu.be/O1-qq_pJcrI?t=87 .

I saw from your content policy that you can have your own rules. However, Reddit should be free of bias especially
around the most important ideas of our time. Otherwise it can prevent progress. Facebook seems to be under the hot
seat by Congress.

I suggest I send you information some of the publications (Journal of Hydrogen Energy etc) - you don't have to learn
it but just to assess - is this based on peer-reviewed research?

Sound good?

Permalink Reply

No thank you, I’m quite familiar with BLP’s schizophrenic delusions. You’ll have to find other venues to advertise their
nonsense.

Best.
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